
WEDDING
PACKAGE

Clever Bakery 

Where A Touch Of Sweetness Is Luxury



CONGRATULATIONS!!!! 
YOUR DREAM 

WEDDING CAKE AWAITS! 

Here at Clever Bakery, we create wedding cakes with a

difference. Creativity that knows no boundaries. Luxury

without limits. Tailored to reflect your individual style for

your wedding day. 



OUR
SERVICE

High-end designs blended

with an infinite amount of

creativity sprinkled with

luxury for an exclusive

experience. From concept

creation to the final

crumbs, we will work with

you to discover exactly

what you want for your

wedding cake. Our process

is as simple, yet complex

as 1-2-3.



$65 Cake Tasting Box To-Go: 

We never compromise on taste or flavor and use nothing less

than top-quality, fresh ingredients. Our curbside cake tasting

boxes are exclusively for clients interested in sampling our

flavors for a wedding cake tasting experience before booking.

We carefully curate a selection of our top nine wedding cake

flavors from our most popular flavor pairings menu. Of

which you can choose six flavors for your cake tasting

experience. You may also choose more flavors for an

additional fee. Please let us know if there are any known food

allergens, such as egg/nut allergies. This service is available

for pick-up by appointment only bi-weekly.

CAKE TASTING
PACKAGE



DESIGN
CONSULTATION
AND CONTRACT

Once you are happy and

want to proceed with us,

we will provide you with

a contract detailing the

total cost minus any fees

paid (cake tasting) and

send you our terms and

conditions. We require a

$300 non-refundable

retainer fee and a signed

contract to reserve your

date on our calendar.

Once both are received,

and your date is

confirmed, we can then

move forward with your

cake design!



Whether you already have some ideas

in mind of what designs you’d like or

are starting with a blank canvas. We

will make the design process fun and

stress-free. We offer virtual design

meetings via phone, email, FaceTime, or

Zoom. It can take up to 72 hours, for us

to produce a detailed cake sketch

immediately after the design

consultation. 



CAKE PRICE
PACKAGE 

 Our wedding cakes are intricately

designed, and for that reason alone

we do not have a set price list.

However, pricing is based on

several factors including

ingredients, size, the complexity of

design, utilities, and labor. Our

wedding cakes start at $750, which

includes both personal delivery and

setup within the Tri-County of

Miami Dade - Palm Beach, FL.

Below is a pricing guide based on

textured or smooth white

buttercream or fondant finishes.

We do offer a discount for semi-

naked or naked, faux-tiered, and

offer precut sheet cakes!



25 - 85 Guests Package: Includes a 1-2 tiered bridal

cake Starting at $750***

       (Optional faux tiers + 1 full precut sheet cake) 

85 - 125 Guests Package: Includes a 3-tiered bridal

cake Starting at $1,250***

      (Optional faux tiers + 2 full precut sheet cakes) 

125 - 175 Guests Package: Includes a 3-tiered bridal

cake Starting at $1,650***

       (Optional faux tiers + 2 full precut sheet cakes)

     

175 - 250 Guests Package: Includes a 4-tiered bridal 

      cake + a groom’s cake Starting at 2,500 ***

       (Optional faux tiers + 3 full precut sheet cakes) 

250 + Guests Package: Includes a 5 -tiered bridal cake

+ a groom’s cake Starting at $3,000***

       (Optional faux tiers +  4 full precut sheet cakes)     

PRICE PACKAGE  



TESTIMONIALS

I couldn't have chosen a better

vendor for my wedding cake! The

design was much more perfect than

expected, and the cake!? omg,

absolutely DELICIOUS! I chose the

Mango Tango for my guests and they

LOVED it just as much as me. The

communication was consistent as

well. You will not be disappointed

choosing this team!

Genesis R

The cake was an absolute hit! It was

so beautiful and it was also

delicious...in fact almost everyone

there went out of their way to tell me

how amazing it was. I'm so happy

that I chose your bakery and thanks

for making everything work out so

perfectly. 

Suzanne


